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Despite multiple layers of security 97% of systems have been 

breached. On average attackers stay inside a breached system for 

over 200 days before detection. Conventional security models create 

tremendous amounts of data from logs etc forcing enterprise IT team 

workloads to swell. Each new detected breach results in new tenders 

and request for proposals to plug perceived holes, creating more data, 

workload and process overload. One of our banking clients in Pakistan 

had over 100 people from IT and Audit departments delegated part 

time or full time to security!  

 

But the attacks keep coming; they keep becoming deadlier, faster, 

more mutating and multivariate and multi dimensional. They go after 

your customer data, your applications your web assets…. The ease of 
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launching attacks is such that a payload delivery that can bring down 

your online banking can be done by a 14 year old with an easily 

available root kit.  

 

Enterprise security is not working. It cannot work. It is fundamentally 

broken. Why? Because it is based on the assumption that security 

should keep attackers out. And consistent upgrading of this multiple 

layered security architecture is done based on the assumption that 

enterprise security is an arms race that must be won. But this is not a 

real reflection of the enterprise security scenario. With a sophisticated, 

distributed enemy utilizing zero day exploits as a weapon of choice this 

conventional thinking has enterprises in a reactive posture. A posture 

that has signature based security at its core braced for old fashioned 

probe and penetrate attacks. Its not the technology choices or vendors 

we are questioning. It’s the entire “You shall not pass” mind set. 

 

Organizations need to change to a more realistic approach. It’s an 

approach that is aware and does what it can to keep attacks out with 

an intelligent tactical approach but it understands some attacks will get 

through. In these specific cases it has a proactive security posture with 

architecture, policies and technology working together to quickly 

ascertain the attack is underway. Finally it comes up with an answer 
to those attacks as quickly as possible so that a breach does not 

become cataclysmic to the enterprise and the damage is contained. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Targeted attacks can now be custom coded for the client. Majority of 

security threats today only generate a single signature after the fact. 

This means that conventional signature based methods of detection do 

not work. Most information security leaders at enterprises point to 

multiple layers of defense but when you have signature based defense 

at each layer the organization is simply not aware and this depth is 

neither strategic nor well.... deep. An attacker often patiently chips 

away and eventually gets through each layer. For an organization to be 

aware security products and policies need to combine signature based 

security methods with contextual awareness. This means the security 

products that you use cannot work in isolation or on one layer as they 

typically do. They must be able to look at threat holistically and in 

terms of past and present patterns allowing them to identify, flag and 

quarantine suspicious activity. Contextual intelligence comes from an 

integrated security architecture specifically built for it that relies on 

modern virtual machine and heuristic analysis combined with a 
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signature based approach. It can also come from the cloud as security 

providers with their new intelligence clouds use global security events 

and analysis from millions of logs and honey bots to dynamically 

analyze, identify and inform threats.  

 

An aware organization also has a robust employee awareness 

program on security best practices and do’s and don’ts. Malware 

infections are almost cut by half in companies that institute such 

programs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most common security problem security teams at our clients have 

is pinpointing the attack itself. They are so overwhelmed from event 

logs at every layer that their ability to see the attack is dangerously 

minimal. Time after time we get one request: “I just want to know what 

is going on!”- This is where an aware security architecture shines. It 

quickly narrows down areas where suspicious unorthodox activity is 
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occurring using a combination of context intelligence, attack 

methodology, attack clues form changes to primary markers like 

registries, abnormal process behaviors, endpoint data etc. This can 

also only happen when large parts of the analysis are automated 

requiring human judgment on conclusions and actions, not on “Where 

is the threat? “ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An aware security posture is based on a fundamental change of 

mindset…. Some attacks will get through. The key is to ascertain the 

attack and answer it quicker. As ascertaining is now quicker it means 

answering the attack and resolving the security incident is also quicker. 

This means your security team is more efficient and focused. This also 

means the net cost of the attack to the organization in terms of money 

and reputation dramatically goes down.  
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Modern organizations that cannot quickly and effectively answer a 

dizzying array of new malware and security threats face inevitable 

critical system and brand reputation failures. Fortunately security 

products that enable an aware security posture that ascertains the 

threat and answer it quickly exist. But executives in charge of security 

at their organization must change their mindset about organizational 

security and realize that ascertaining and answering quickly any 

threats that do get through should be built into the security architecture 

and requires as much focus as the classic “prevention” strategy. 


